Therefore, TCs must be efficiently shielded when used in electromagnetic fields1). In addition, TCs must be grounded to avoid arcing in microwave ovens2). A previous study has demonstrated that these TC arrangements successfully record temperatures involved in microwave denture processing3). The various power levels available in conventional domestic ovens are produced by switching the magnetron on and off according to a duty cycle. For example, the 500W oven used in the previous study had a 32s duty cycle and the power was delivered for only 3s or 10% of the cycle time when the lowest power option ("Low") was chosen3). During this short irradiation time the temperature of water increased rapidly as the oven was operating under its full power (500 W), although this situation is generally called 50W. The same rapid temperature increase occurs in resin dough and its elimination is desirable3, 4). Control of temperature is particularly critical for various biological applications of microwave technology5-7). The present study aimed at controlling microwave heating power.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiment 1
The 500W domestic microwave oven* used in the previous study3) was first used to recreate the same heating conditions. Details of the oven and the TC arrangement have already been given. A prototype power control unit@ was attached to the oven to supply variable power to the magnetron.
The unit employed the phase control method where rated voltage was obtained by switching alternating current (AC) supply at a particular angular position on the sinusoidal voltage8). The unit allowed the output power to be set at 0-100% in 1% increment by touch buttons. Temperature of Sydney tap water (50mL) was measured by selecting a 10per cent power level so that the heating performance could be compared with the result obtained in the previous study. Three measurements were carried out on the sample placed in the conical flask as before. 
DISCUSSION
Most domestic microwave ovens have an output power in the range of 500 to 1000W. These relatively high powers are commonly used for many histopathogical procedures9). For denture processing an even wider range of 400-700W has been reported10-13). Early model domestic microwave ovens were only capable of heating at a predetermined output, but various power levels are now available in modern ovens by means of a duty cycle14). This control method was used in the previous study3). For example the minimum power level was delivery of full power (500W) for only 3s during a 32s duty cycle. Experiment 1 recreated this heating condition except for the addition of a prototype power control unit. Boiling point was reached at 10min in both experiments.
However, the heating curves were quite different, i.e., the step characteristic (peaks and troughs)3) inherent to the duty cycle method disappeared and was replaced by a smooth curve (Fig. 1) .
It should be possible to adopt a short duty cycle so that peaks occurring under the full power are suppressed. This approach is found with a microwave processor dedicated to tissue fixation9). However, the step characteristic remains and the power reduction gained from the short cycle is offset by constant switching of the magnetron throughout the entire heating period. With the variable power control unit used in this study, switching of the magnetron occurrs only once during the operation and at the beginning. 
CONCLUSIONS
Modification of a domestic microwave oven with a power control unit greatly improved the heating performance of 50mL water sample compared to the same load in an unmodified domestic oven. This was due to elimination of the step characteristic (peaks and troughs) inherent to the duty cycle. It was indicated that biological applications of microwave technology such as denture disinfection and tissue fixation would require significant reduction in the output power of conventional ovens. Precise temperature control will be possible through the provision of an electronic feedback loop which links a TC with a variable power control unit. This will enable an operator to preset the temperature and control it automatically.
